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The tandem skydivers legs dangle from the edge
of the light aircraft twelve thousand feet above
the earth. With one heave they both fall out and
begin to plummet the earth at a terminal velocity of
120mph. Both have one thing in common. They have
complete faith in their equipment that insures them
from an untimely demise. However, unbeknown to
either, the main chute is about to fail, it has not been
packed properly. In addition the backup chute has
a malfunction, and when it is needed at that critical
moment, it too, fails.
In the Fire & Security Industry, end users and
Installers are akin to the Skydivers. They install an
alarm transmission system that they expect to work
all of the time. They especially expect it to operate
at that critical moment when an incident occurs
that prevents a loss of property or protects life and
limb. This eBook explains the reason for insurance
standards and how the new PD6669 legislation will
be beneficial for all.

Evolution of standards
In 2000 the Association of Chief Police Officers
(ACPO, as it was then), published a policy with
a primary aim of reducing the false alarm rate of
monitored alarm systems, which was rising to
unmanageable proportions. Each site would require
a Unique Reference Number (URN) to identify it as
a system acceptable for Police response. Three
consecutive Police attendances to false alarms would

lead to withdrawal of Police response. Further, the
client was required to upgrade the alarm system to
“confirmed technology”, to restore response which
included an Alarm Transmission System (ATS) with
two Alarm Transmission Paths (ATPs), a Dual Path
System, and a period of time where no further false
alarms were encountered. Only at this point, would
there be a re-instatement of the URN and Police
response.
The ACPO2000 policy has continuously evolved and
is now the NPCC (National Police Chiefs’ Council),
“Guidelines on Police Requirements & Response to
Security Systems”. Underlying this is the European
family of Alarm Transmission Standards, EN50136,
which is coupled with the alarm system standard,
EN50131. These have gone through extensive
revision over the years to accommodate changing
technology, methodology and improved processes.
EN50136 in particular, is an excellent standard and is
being adopted in other areas of alarm transmission,
the Fire sector being an example.
The Insurance sector has always had a very firm
stance on remotely monitored systems and has
required ATS providers (like WebWayOne) to
embrace standards in their design and manufacture
of products and services, and to obtain a “rubber
stamp” through independent testing and certification.
This approach builds on the basis that standards
create excellence, innovation and confidence. It also
ensures that the equipment installed is of a high

quality and not based on cost. Statements such
as “complies with” or “meets the requirements of”
should be treated with caution, these products and
services are most likely self certificated with little or no
independent validation.

Standards throughout Europe
European standardisation is difficult to manage,
especially in agreement between countries on the
construction of the standards. This generally means
that in some countries, the European Standard is
seen as the minimum requirement. The UK market,
led by the BSIA & BSI has very good representation
at committee level, and WebWay are very proud to be
associated in this process.
Make no mistake that when trading at a European
level, it is imperative for an ATS provider to obtain
certification to the EN standard. Some countries
appear to have a view that no one uses the standards
(the Republic of Ireland is one of these although
the view point is changing), however this is far from
the truth. In Spain, for instance, the Police insist
on Certification to EN50136. In other countries,
EN50136 is seen as the minimum and have additional
requirements documented. For example, Sweden has
SSF14, Belgium has Incert and the Netherlands has
KIWA.
In the UK we have two forms of additional
requirements. There is the LPS scheme that can only

be obtained via the Building Research Establishment
(BRE) and the newly published PD6669 from the
BSI. WebWay were involved initially with the LPS
scheme, however it soon became apparent that it
had no relevance in the European market and the
BRE, at the time, could not issue a certificate to
EN50136. What was even more frustrating, and quite
frankly unacceptable, is that when WebWay tested to
EN50136 at an alternate test house, the BRE would
not accept these reports. Indeed it remains today that
the only way to gain LPS is via the BRE and therefore
EN testing (effectively) has to be done with them.
PD6669 can be tested anywhere, and because of
this WebWay (along with CSL, the Insurers (RISC
Authority) and Installers) have fully supported and
assisted in the development of this Guidance for
Alarm Transmission Systems. As I write this article,
WebWay have completed testing to PD6669 unto
DP4.
Whilst the vast majority of the Security Industry
and its stakeholders see the value in certification,
there is a very vocal group who do not. They
resist improvement and change as they feel it is
unnecessary and stifling to their businesses.
In the last quarter of this year (2017), I assisted the
BSIA, along with other colleagues within the industry
to present the benefits of PD6669 at a series of
breakfast meetings. There was positive input from

many, however, those who are opposed to PD6669,
have lobbied hard for it to be ignored.
My English Literature lecturer at secondary school,
(Miss Beckett) has had a great influence in my life.
She insisted that if a statement was to be made,
it had to be qualified. Unqualified statements are
meaningless and carry no weight. The objections to
PD6669 have simply been sweeping statements; “it
will generate a mass of paperwork, it will be a burden
to installers, it will generate more false alarms”.
So lets take a look at PD6669, Guidance for the
provision of Alarm Transmission Systems (ATS) for
Alarm Systems in the UK.
It’s not a large document at 14 pages, which includes
covers, forwards etc. It’s purpose is to clarify how
EN50136 should be interpreted and used. The
majority of its content is aimed at the ATS providers,
describing how the system infrastructure should be
deployed, what reporting times are required (drawn
directly from EN50136), what constitutes a dual path
system and how to calculate and report network
availability statistics.
There are just 3 additional requirements, and again
these are aimed primarily at the ATS provider.
1. There are two new reporting times. SP3+ and
DP2+, with a 10 minute and 11 minute reporting time
respectively.

The insurance sector felt that the reporting time gap
between DP2 at 30 minutes and DP3 at 6 minutes
was too large. Both SP3+ and DP2+ fall nicely in
between these timers.
The purpose of these two additional categories is to
support shortened reporting times for PSTN dial up
solutions that cannot meet the DP3 requirement. This
is especially important where the PSTN network is
changing to a fibre backbone and in particular fibre to
the home, where low tone solutions connected to the
local exchange are no longer supported.
In addition, where a location has been initially set
to DP3 due to risk, but the network availability is
poor, the reporting time can be altered to filter out
intermittent short line breaks.
2. Catastrophic failure time. In a dual path system,
if both alarm transmission paths are attacked
simultaneously, the failure of the first path would
initiate a call over the second. If this fault signal does
not arrive at the receiver in a predetermined time, it
can be assumed that the system is under attack and
the second path has also been compromised.
3. Network availability. This appears the most
contentious to our vocal objectors. However it is
arguably the most important, and the only point that
requires action by the installer.
In a dual path alarm transmission system, both
paths are monitored 24/7 through regular end to

end checks, or polling. Using these polls and their
frequency, allows a calculation of the mean uptime
of the individual circuits, or their availability for alarm
transmission.
PD6669 requires an ATS provider to provide network
availability statistics to the installer. This has now been
clearly defined in EN50136-1:2012-A1 that is due to
be published. Why record availability?
In ATS terms, an alarm transmission path that is
constantly under performing can go undetected,
especially when it is the backup path. Under the
requirements of EN50136, when one of the paths
fail, the alternate has to take on the characteristic of
the primary, and this means that the shorter of the
reporting times is applied to the remaining path.
Let’s go back to our doomed skydivers. An
underperforming circuit that goes unnoticed (like the
faulty reserve chute), will impact all stakeholders at
the moment when it is most needed. At the point
where the stable circuits fails, the underperforming
circuit will almost definitely fail too. That failure,
coupled with the initial fault is a confirmed event and
will be Policed. One strike against the URN.
So, regularly reviewing circuit availability will identify
circuits that are most likely to fail, before they actually
do. Preventative maintenance that reduces false
alarms and protects Police response.
Indeed, look at any Alarm Receiving Centre and
you will find that there are around 10% of their sites

in medium to long term fail at any one time. These
can be due to services being unavailable at install
or circuits that have failed post installation, neither
having been resolved. Reviewing circuit availability will
pick these up and highlight them to the installer and
the end user.
By providing this information the installer can review
these circuits and make remedial or alternate plans.
Highlight these failings to the stakeholders and
making appropriate records that can be audited
ensures that their responsibilities as the maintainer
have been met.
One may suggest that these are processes that
should be taking place anyway, but clearly they are
not. The client is paying for a dual path system, and
if it is not working as expected then there has to be
interaction and a reasonable plan to resolve. It is not
difficult to put a process in place to record actions
against these sites, nor is it difficult for the national
inspectorates to incorporate a review of these in
their auditing process. These reports will not result
in a forest of trees being felled to produce, they are
simply exception lists, that tackle the minority of sites
that are at risk of causing a false alarm and Police
response.

Thoughts from those in the industry
Qualifying the value of Network Availability statistics is
Duncan Miles, Head of Security at Iceland.
“We have 1000 sites across the estate maintained
by ADT. They have been providing us, in conjunction
with WebWay, a weekly availability report on our
WebWay systems since we upgraded the estate from
PSTN to dual path IP-Radio several years ago. We
use the availability figures to great effect, helping us
to manage sites that have a known connectivity issue.
This can result in remedial work, adding alternate
antennas, moving the equipment, or just keeping
an eye on a temporary fault. Monitoring availability
statistics has allowed us to remain proactive and has
maintained our URN base, it’s not a difficult process
at all. Before this we were losing Police response all
the time!”
Finally, here are some of the quotes from security
professionals who attended the PD6669 breakfast
meetings:“This document provides us with some official
guidelines that can be followed / audited”.
“This gives us a process to handle path faults
that we have not had before; I did not agree with
the objections raised. Any means to positively
differentiate quality services, such as PD6669
is welcome. PD6669 is simply clarifying and

strengthening what we as installers should be doing
anyway.”
“No negatives around PD6669, I will be going
back to the business to review and understand the
implications, especially in relation to All-IP and PSTN
replacement. PD6669 is way overdue and leaves no
“grey areas” in the deployment of an ATS.”
“I can see no major issues for our Alarm Receiving
Centre, most of the content in PD6669, enhances
and clarifies what is already within EN50136/50131;
installers should be following these processes/
requirements.”
There is a move within the European security
community to pull together ideas based on the
additional “country” requirements around the
management of alarm transmission systems. PD6669
is a valuable contribution to this discussion, and if as
an industry we reject it, then we will have difficulty in
joining this important debate.
Change is always a difficult process, but
standards have to evolve and adapt to alternate
processes and technologies, PD6669 is but one
of these. The Security Industry has a ingrained
resistance to change, and is facing none larger
than the transition away from PSTN to all digital
services. For those within our industry who resist
change there is one outcome, the tickle of the
archeologists bush over their petrified remains.

Who are WebWay?
An independent signalling network, tested and
approved end to end.
Our network and manufacturing facility are independently
tested to the latest and highest European Standards. We
are a member of the British Security Industry Association,
the Irish Security Industry Association (via their Suppliers
Network program) and board members of CertAlarm,
the register of manufacturers who have submitted their
products to be inspected by accredited test houses.
WebWayOne is a regular contributor to the European
Working Groups which create, maintain and refine the
standards associated to Alarm Transmission. All WebWay
products include the protocols of the widest range of
manufacturers.
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